A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A HIDDEN VILLA CAMPER

**MORNING**

8:30  EAT YUMMY BREAKFAST CREATED BY OUR FRIENDS @ EPICUREAN

9:15  REFLECTION: BODY POSITIVITY

10:30 CHOICE ACTIVITY BLOCK #1 (ARCHERY, GARDEN FIESTA, COW SPA, HIDDEN LYRICS)

**AFTERNOON**

12:00 EAT LUNCH!

1:00  SIESTA: READ, WRITE, DRAW, OR NAP!

2:00  CHOICE TIME #2 (SWIMMING, ARCHERY, ROPE COURSE, PRIDE HIKE)

4:00  FARM CHORES: FEED THE CHICKENS, SHEEP, AND PIGS!

**EVENING**

5:30  DINNER TIME!

7:00  EVENING ACTIVITY: RAINBOW TAG (ALL CAMP GAME)

8:30  GET READY FOR BED

9:00  LIGHTS OUT: BEDTIME SONGS, STORIES, OR STARS